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I ha cf^* lors an^ staff of this magazine wish to

A lit extend our heartfelt thanks to all of the

readers for such a great response, and those readers

who sent in letters to the editor and photographs to

be printed. If you have not seen your photo or letter

in the mag then one of two things has happened. One,

the letter was unprintable or the photos were of such

a poor quality that they couldn’t be processed correct-

ly; or two, that they will be printed in some later issue

because there is just so much room and the letters are

numerous.

Please don’t let this discourage you though!

We are happy to read all of the letters and also to

print them, but you will have to be patient. We want

all of you readers to keep the mail flowing and esp-

ecially the photos. It is every readers best interest to

send in a photo of himself as all the amateurs could

learn something from these shots. Who knows? Maybe
you’ll see someone whom you haven’t seen in years

appear in our column, or on our pages.

Another flash: At the present moment we are

looking for goodlooking amateur impersonators to

show in our magazine as a special feature! If you
think you have what it takes then send in your photos

and see what happens. . .maybe you’ll garnish the

cneterfold of the next issue. . . . .in this world any-

thig is possible!! Thankyou all again.We remain.

Sincerely,

Pudgy Roberts and the Staff
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in the fascinating world of female impersonation there are two names always mentioned

when it comes to talented performers. Gypsy Star and Avis are two such names. These two fellows are undou-

bedtly two of the most professional performers around, and not only are they masters of the entertainment

angle, but also the unreputed masters of the “makeup”.
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Look closely at the following pages and witness the

startling transformation of these everyday faces into

beautifully stunning chicks! With the experience of

many seasons in the entertainment world and the

art of impersonation and disguise these fellows will

make any chick jealous! In this candid close-up of

Gypsy and Avis you will see how the “profession-

als” do it. . . .this photo session is an exclusive

solely done for Female Impersonator with the

amateur mime in mind. Since we have had so

many requests by fans of this magazine to pictor-

ally illustrate just how ‘it’s done’. In the future

Pudgy Roberts will have sections from his hand-

book, “Female Impersonator’s Handbook” re-

printed in this magazine to give you readers more

hints on the art of making-up.
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Here’s the finished product, and does

that look like any amateur? Obviously

posessing some attributes other than

knowing how to put on make-up is

helpful in this situation,as one look

at Avis will tell!



Gypsy Star is also unbelievable when

it comes to cosmetics! Both Gypsy

and Avis can be seen at the Club 82

here in New York City on most any

night. They perform there as regulars

which is quite a feather in their caps!
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EVERYONE THERE WAS
DRESSED TO KILLS THE
BEAUTIFUL FACES AND
COSTUMES WERE SOME
ELEGANT SIGHT TO
BEHOLDS!

As it turned out the

bail was a smash hit, sure to

be remembered as one of the

better affairs of the year!

Since this was only

Lisa's first such attempt at

an affair this size he must

certainly be commended

for the way things turned

out. Utter elegance and

good taste were prevalent

everywhere. All turned out

eventually, although at the

onset of the ball someone

found that the band had

cancelled out. All wasn't

lost though when a kind

soul turned up with a

stereo record player that

kept the dancers going

into the wee hours of the

morning.



Some of the beautiful people a

attending this grand ball were

Zina and friend Bobbi, Frankie

who was wearing a blue metal-

lic mini; Barbarella who was

dressed in a pretty pastel flow-

ered dress.
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Tony Winters who showed up

in blue number with sequins.

Evangeline wore a black lace

ensemble, and Rose Gomez,

who wore a white crepe gown.

Also were Toni Lee, winner of

the most talented “Professional”



category. Pat Rambeau was there

and looked absolutely elegant

as always; Jay and friend Bucky
attended and Baby, who looked

like something just stepping out
of a fashion magazine.
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A REAL SOUTHERN BELLE,

VICKS MONROE HAS WHAT
IT TAKES! VSCKS HAS ALL
THE ATTRIBUTES NECESS-
ARY TO BECOME A PRO
WHENEVER HE WANTS!

From the deep South

we have a Southern Belle by

the name of Vicki Monroe.

Vicki is from Savannah, Geo-

rgia to he exact. This ravish-

ing female mime happens to

be one of the more credable

impersonators around. Only

a weekend mime Vicki learned

most of her knowledge from

visiting celebrities and also

from reading various sources

written by and for female

impersonators.

During the day Vicki

keeps occupied by interior

designing for a firm in Sav-

annah. Vicki happens to be

an expert in the field of inter-

ior decor and recieved a degree

from the Fashion Institute of

Technology right here in New

York City.







Every year in Tokyo, Japan there is a gala affair

that takes place at the Outzo Nagai near the

Ginza. It is the famed crowning of Japan’s queen

of female impersonation, the BRIDE OF THE
GINZA. This year the queen and his court will

be picked out of the contestants that you see

on the following pages. The winner of this

event is usually bestowed many honors and

gifts. He is also the unreputed idol of many

female impersonators of the more amateur

continued on page 19
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After the affair of choosing

the queen is over there is a

big party in recognition of

the new "Bride. During the

course of this party a fight

or two usually breaks out!!

You see, the contestants

are very proud of their own

queen and if they lose then

arguments start and a fight

is inevitable. All in all though

it is a memorable occassion!



Romi Blue,one of the more formidible female impersonators

strikes a pose with some of the cast of the “Hello Dolly”product-

ion last year in Chicago.Also appearing with Romi is Mitzi Monet,

Jamie Janis and Marty Levie.

Romi has been appearing at the Blue Dahlia in Chitown.As you
can well see from the photos on the following pages Romi is one of

the finest real pro’s in the business.He has not only the innate tal-

ent but more so he has the good looks to go with this talent.
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If you're interested

in good entertainment in the

field of female impersonation

then be sure and visit the

Paddock International in

Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Undoubtedly some of the

finest professionals in the

business are doing a gig here

nightly. Just from the photos

on the following pages one

can tell the true virtruosity

of these fine performers!

Such headliners as Lilo, Bobbi

Johns, Kismet, Dee Connors,

Fat Jack and Jerry Daye are

appearing here nightly!
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Fat Jack can really tear ‘em

up when he feels like it. . . .

obviously making up for his

lack of feminine charm and

beauty this guy could make

you roll in your seat all night!



Old Biggie here is another

mimic and she will really

crack you up if she ever

sat on you. Oh, this one

is really a sidesplitter!!
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As the show comes to the closing minutes the grand finale begins and it’s a sight

to see! All of the mimics and the comics and hosts of people jam up on the stage.

All is fun and fantastic wild regaling up on stage center. . .and then the applause!!
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For his first time at the art of female imper-

sonation this good looking lad decided to give

F. I. a first hand scoop! He’s Ronnie Larsen

of Nyack, New York and wants to become

a female impersonator right here in New York

City.

Ronnie called ns up and said that we may

take exclusive shots at his first crack at female

impersonation. In the following photographs

we have tried to give you the reader an idea

of what happens when an amateur dresses

up. It’s true that Ronnie doesn’t quite have

the art down pat, hut he 6

s well on his way

to becomnig a professional. All it takes is

a little experience and tricks of the trade

and most important: the will to learn and

stick it out!



Ronnie is a cosmetic salesman for a large

firm in upstate New York. He became inter-

ested in female impersonation while on the

road. He met a number of people in the dep-

artment store business who were really into

cosmetics and female impersonation. Ronnie

says he was fascinated when in a store he was

talking to the girl at the cosmetic department

who happened to be the cutest thing he had

seen in a long time. When he found out that

the she was really a female impersonator he

couldn’ t believe it.
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IF YOU LIKETHE TASTE OF

OVERSEXED 5
YOU’LL REALLY
LICK YOUR CHOPS
OVER OVERSEXED
NO.’s

1

ORDER YOUR BACK COPIES WHILE THEY LAST.

.

TO HEALTH AND KNOWLEDGE PUB. CO.

140 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

PLEASE RUSH THE CHECKED OVERSEXED TO:

NAME.

STREET

CITY STATE. .ZIP.

ENCLOSED FIND $1.00

EACH FOR THE NUMBERS CHECKED

1 2 3 4 5

ENCLOSED FIND p—

»

FOR ALL FIVE
[] fl
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NEW
FI

FILM

Th

Ava- Graph recently released

a new film, “The FLAMING
TWENTIES”. . .a film based on

the entertainment world of the

twenties. It comprises clips of

famous vaudeville acts, enter-

tainers and famous personal-

ities into a thoughly funny

and satirical flick.

Flaming Twenties stars

Minette, a famous actor and

female impersonator. He does

a sensational routine of Gilda

Gray, and also an imperson-

ation of a Ziegfield ‘pretty girl”.

Another famous personality

who appears in this film is Mario

Montez. This is Mario’s premiere

in an Ava- Graph film although

he has appeared in numerous

Warhol flicks. He is currently

on the big screen in still another

movie, “The Queen”.

MARIO MONTEZ

DAWN CHANELLE

MINETTE

photos by Avery

Willis
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WHERE? HERE!
New listings where female impersonators appear . .

.

UNITED STATES

LYNNE CARTER’S, 257 Recinto Sur Street, Old San Juan,

Puerto Rico

The HAPPENING, 3031 Monroe Street, Toledo, Ohio
The DOWN TOWNER, 320 W. Chestnut Street, Louisville, Kentucky
LITTLE CLUB, 1725 W. Florence, Los Angeles, California

The KLONDIKE CLUB, 757 S. Labreda, Los Angeles, California

PADDOCK COCKTAIL LOUNGE, 113 Main St., Huntington Beach,

Los Angeles, Calif.

PENROSE CLUB, 1415 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PINK POODLE, 252 N. Capitol, Indianapolis, Indiana

JAYS CLUB LAUREL, T2319 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, California

GUILDED CAGE, 126 Ellis, San Francisco, California

The CHAMPAGINE ROOM, 522 - 13th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

GUNGA DIN, 300 Bourbon St., New Orleans, La.

INTERNATIONAL PADDOCK CLUB, 1643 Atlantic Ave.,

Atlantic City, New Jersey

SCAPORROTO SUPPER CLUB, 65th and Haverford Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PHINOCHIOS CLUB, 940 Conti Street, New Orleans, La.

NINO’S, 121 E. Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

BROOMALL, 2107 MacDade Blvd., Holmes, Pa.

RANDOLPH CLUB, 519 W. Erie Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

MELODY LOUNGE, 4250 Aramingo Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

LONGHORN LOUNGE, 4401 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

PARIS LOUNGE, 530 W. Pike Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MICHAELS LOUNGE, 849 E. Luzerne Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The EXPRESSWAY, 27th E. Passyunk, S.W., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELSEWHERE

ELDORADO, 28 Lutherstr, Berlin, Germany
ELLE-ET-LUI, 31, Rue Vavin, Paris, France

If you have the name and address of a spot where female impersonation is a main source

of entertainment, send it along to us, so we can share it with others. Each issue will

offer NEW listings. Watch for them.



From our Gallery of Greats we

have some of the finest profess-

ional names in the world of

female impersonation appearing

in this traditional hall of fame.

Some of you readers might have

already seen these greats, or heard

of them. This will give those of

you who wish to see some of these

professionals in person a glimpse.

Then when you hear of their

names appearing in a club in

you locale you will have a little

familiarity with their faces.

Look at these greats and

take a lesson. . . .the art of female

impersonation is a long, hard road

and the artist winds up a true pro

when he's at the top. . . .here are

some of the top pro's !

TOBI MARSH
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HANS CRYSTAL



ROBIN ROGERS BILLY KAMP
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BOBBS BARTOW
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CHRIS MOORE
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MR. JEAN FREDERICKS
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LUIS
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GALS AND LAFFS

and

FUN AND FROLIC

NOW
AVAILABLE

A SURPRISE PACKAGE OF

LOVELIES TO LOOK AT

WITH LAFFS GALORE

ON PAGE AFTER PAGE

NOW AVAILABLE!
A LIMITED SUPPLY OF

RECENT ISSUES

No. 2 No. 3 No. 4No. 1

THIS AND MORE IN

COMIC CUTIES
AND

GIRLIE FUN
1

PRICE

$200

ALL FOUR
ISSUES

(Post Paid)

DON’T HESITATE —
MAIL COUPON NOW

HEALTH KNOWLEDGE
140 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK' N.Y. 10011

Dept. CB

Plaese rush the four issues of Comic Cuties

and Fun postpaid. Enclosed is $2.00.

Name

Address

City State Zip

OFFER MAY NEVER BE

REPEATED SO ACT NOW!

PRICE $10.00 / 6 ISSUES

$2.00 each $12.00 / ALL 8 ISSUES
(Post Paid)

HEALTH KNOWLEDGE / 140 FIFTH AVE, / NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011

Please rush the back issues checked below. Enclosed is $ for

issues - Female Mimics.

($2.00 each; $10.00/6 issues; $1 2.00/all 8 issues) (PO$T PAID)

TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE

1

3 6 EL 10 12

2

5 7 9 11

NAME _

CITY $TATE— . 59—

<
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RITA

If you have any questions to be

answered, letters or photos that

you would like printed then send

all correspondence to:

PUDGY ROBERTS
Female Impersonator

119 Fifth Ave.

New York City, N.Y. 10003

FRANCES

J.C. ROBERTA

LIBI
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Dear Pudgy Roberts;

Yes, I am like so many, many
other males that love and wear
silk panties, girdles, stockings, etc.

as well as using dresses at all

times that I can use them.

Your Female Impersonators
Magazine is surely one of the

best and is really enjoyed. I am
like other boys who wish it would
come out more often. The best

part is your letter and photo
pages. Wish this department was
larger.

I was raised in girl clotnes and
when my parents died a maiden
cousin took over and my female

education was completed. Funny
thing is I have never wanted to

be a female impersonator as an
actor. Just want to be a male
with the full use of dresses and
full use of all other things as to

lingerie, wigs etc. with the privi-

lege of freedom of dressing and
going out as I want at any time.

Yes, I am married and my wife

and I have traveled many places

and at many times while I have
dressed in full female attire. These
trips have been on some rather

long vacations. How I love to go
out dressed as a girl.

A good point for your fine mag-
azine would be to try to get some
of the crazy laws that are against

men wearing dresses, etc. modified

so that we could have more free-

dom in appearing in public dress-

ed as we would like to.

Maybe some day you can give

a part of your good magazine
to showing pictures and stories

for so many of us males that love

to dress up in dresses and lin-

gerie and go as girls. We are not
actors or professionals, just boys
that want to be girls in regard
to clothes and female apparel.

Thru my own efforts and my
wife’s we have discovered many,
many men that want to use fe-

male apparel and do in secret.

Some with their wives’ help. Some
without help but go other places

to use panties and dresses. This
was also a surprise at how many
men are wearing complete female
apparel under these male suits

while out in the business world.

More power to your beautiful

magazine. Don’t let it stop.

J.C.

Mr. Roberts;

I enjoy your new magazine and
have heard about a handbook for

“Female Impersonators” you’ve

written. I’ve been trying to find

and purchase the book but it

seems the book stores, or news
stands haven’t heard of this book.

Can this book be purchased thru

you or at some book company?
I would appreciate it very much
if any information you can give

me about this book, would help

me in finding and purchasing it.

One more last and final ques-

tion. Is there a subscription to

the “Female Impersonator” maga-
zine available? If so, where and
how much is it?

I am 17 and have hopes of later

becoming one in the near future.

I know and realize the painstak-

ing effort, time, and talent that

go into the “Art” and am willing

to go thru this to be some day
one of the top pro’s in the bus-

iness.

B.S.

All the info you need is in this

issue, and best of luck in your
endeavors. Hope you make it. Ed.

Dear Pudgy,
I have just finished reading

the latest issue of Female Im-
personators and let me tell you
that I am really pleased. I am an
amateur impersonator and I de-

light in wearing women’s clothes,

which I have worn for a number
of years. The pictures in your
magazine are great, and I just

wish that I could look like one
of them, especially Bobbi Paris.

I am sending a couple of photos
of myself, and I hope that you
can use them in your next edition.

Thanks,
B.J. Jervis, Arizona

Dear Pudgy,
I have just finished reading

your second edition of Female
Impersonators and I must tell

you I was really pleased. I am
an amateur impersonator and I

delight in the wearing of wom-
en’s clothes which I have worn
for many years.

The pictures in your magazine
are great. I wish I could look*

like one of them, especially Bobbi

Paris.

I am sending you a couple of

pictures of myself, I hope you
can use them in your next edition.

Thank you ever so much.
B.L.

Dear Pudgy,
Have just seen your new Fe-

male Impersonators magazine.
Format and materials are excel-

lent! Congratulations.

J.L.

Dear Sir;

I have read your Female Imper-

sonators. For quite some time
now. I only wish I had the guts

that our 3rd sex has. To me I

have always wanted to be a fe-

male impersonator all my life.

But I am married with four chil-

dren. I almost made it but my
wife caught up. I love drags.

It’s a ball. Sure would like to

hear from somebody. I’ve been

out 3 times in public in drags

and to the head doctors as well.

I know I’m okay. Your book is

wonderful. It keeps me going.

Keep up the good work.

R.D.

Dear Editor,

I am just a beginner Transves-

tite and love dressing as a woman.
There is much to learn I know, but
one must begin somewhere along

the line. I am sure that FEMALE
IMPERSONATORS will help me
be a properly dressed woman.

I wish to offer you my con-

gratulations. Am greatly pleased

that you have changed the name
of your publication to FEMALE
IMPERSONATORS. The old

name sounded so cheap, and vul-

gar, etc. After all, it is an art

to assume and play the role of a

woman convincingly.

I believe that you can do much
in helping not only the profession-

al impersonator, but the trans-

vestite as well. May I offer you
a few suggestions which might be
useful to you and your readers.

As you undoubtedly know,
there are some of us who are some-
what timid about going and pur-

chasing feminine clothing; the rea-

son being that we do not always
know the correct size and it helps
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to avoid the trial and error meth-

od, which, at times, can be quite

costly. Therefore, if you would

print a complete chart of a mans
measurements to that of a fe-

males, it would be a great help.

I think some articles on how to

correctly apply make-up, color

tones, etc., also how to wear one’s

hair, or how to make it feminine

looking without the use of a wig,

would help, as a great deal of

men, wear their hair long these

days. Thank you for whatever

help you can give me, and wish-

ing you great success with FE-
MALE IMPERSONATORS un-

der your leadership.

Sincerely yours,

A.M. Metcalf

New York City, N.Y.

You offer some great suggestions,

and in future issues you will see

all your suggestions become a

reality. I realize how each indi-

vidual detail is important in cre-

ating an illusion, and I will sin-

cerely attempt to make it easier

to bring that effect about. Thank
you for your ideas. Ed.

Dear Editor,

I would like to say that your

magazine is great. I am an ama-
teur impersonator who loves fe-

male clothes. I have bras, panties,

slips, hose, etc. I am what you
would call a “closet queen.” There

is one friend of mine who knows,

a girl by the way (real), and she

is a real help with make up and
clothes. I’m pretty small and can

get into almost all of her clothes

and shoes. I really dig it, and
this magazine is a good motivat-

ing factor. Thank you, and please

keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

Dawn
Jersey City, N.J.

Thanks for such an active inter-

est in our magazine. Best of luck,

Ed.

Dear Sir,

I am an avid reader of your
Female Impersonator Magazine,
and have been for quite some
time now. I only wish that I had
the guts that the third sex has.

I have always wanted to be a fe-

male impersonator but I am mar-

ried with four children. I almost

made it out but my wife caught
up with me.

I really love drags. It’s a ball.

Your book is wonderful, and it’s

the only thing that keeps me go-

ing. Keep up the good work.

Respectfully yours,

Gene
Appleby, North Carolina

Thanks for the letter, and remem-
ber that it takes a dedicated per-

son to become a female imperson-

ator. It's not an escape. Well, we
here at F.I. at least hope to keep

bringing you the best on this side

of the world. Ed.

Dear Pudgy,
Please allow me to introduce

myself. I am Laurie from New
Orleans, and am a devoted fan of

Female Impersonators. I have al-

so read your fine F.I. handbook
which was a blessing for me. I

am not a professional like your-

self, but I do enjoy “sex switch-

ing.”

I would like to know if I can

subscribe, and how to obtain back

issues? Also enclosed are several

pictures of me, and I beg you to

print them.
Best of luck and continued suc-

cess with the great F.I. mag.
Your friend always,

Laurie

Welcome aboard Laurie. We're

glad to have you. Happy to print

those photos of you also. Back
issue and subscription info can

be gotten from this current issue.

Ed.

Dear Mr. Roberts,

I would like to congratulate

you on your new position as ed-

itor of the new FEMALE IM-
PERSONATOR magazine. Your
last issue has improved much
and offered more than any of the

old ones. Continue the good work.

My only complaint is that we
have to wait so long between
issues.

I am learning from your book
however, and I have a long way
to go. I recently purchased a wig,

dress, and make-up, but I still

look like a football player. Do you
have any suggestions where I can
go for help? I know that you must
accumulate a good many pictures

that you do not print in your
volumes. Would it be possible

for me to purchase them? I have
a vast collection, and I am always
trying to improve it. Is the im-

personator “TISH” that appeared
in your volume the same Tish that

appeared in a feature that was
on The CRAZY HORSE CAFE
in a past volume? I anxiously

await your reply.

Sincerely,

John Mulligan

Ft. Polk, La.

Merely purchasing items that can

change your appearance, is not

enough. It requires practice, and
proper application. I suggest that

you read my impersonators hand-

book. It has all the basic infor-

mation that you will need. Collect

all the issues of Female Imper-

sonators Magazine, and you will

have one of the best collections

that money could buy. Yes, Tish

is the same one, in the volume,

that appeared at the Crazy Horse
Cafe, where I once booked shows.

Ed.

Dear Editor,

I’m so glad to see you back
again, and I hope this time you’ll

be able to keep it up with the

new format. It’s such fun reading

about what all the mimics are

doing now after being away from
showbusiness for several years.

I think your article on profession-

al mimics was really great, and I

would like to add my little bit

from my own personal experience.

That is, if you want to become a

professional female impersonator,

be sure you have really good tal-

ent, preferably be able to do more
than just one act or specialty.

And be sure you don’t mind trav-

eling. Club dates are few and far

apart, and you have to be top

notch to work steadily.

If you are really good— go to

it, but otherwise, stay an ama-
teur. And above all, unless you
are sure this is the career for you,

don’t have your appearance femi-

nized by plastic surgery, hormone
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treatments, etc. These changes

are permanent, and once you have

had your beard removed, or breast

injections, or your ears pierced,

it is for life and no doctor on earth

can change you back if you tire

of the masquerade. I had these

things done to help my act, and
even though I bought a beauty

salon and quit the stage almost

10 years ago, I still look like a

woman.
The most shattering thing in

the world to the ego is to get all

dressed up in male attire, and go

out on a date, and then have some-

one say, “Yes, Ma’am” to you in

front of your girl friend, or to

overhear someone remark behind

you, “is that a man or a woman?”
or have an acquaintance advise

you “you shouldn’t go without

earrings in your ears, dearie.” So
a word to the wise.

Sincerely,

June King
Van Nuys, Calif.

I agree with most things you say,

and thank you for sharing such

interesting information with me,

and the readers. I'm sure it will

serve as an important example
to those contemplating such dras-

tic changes, and that the wise

will heed it. The pictures you
sent, are very good. Thanks again.

Ed.

Dear Sir,

I have received my copy of FE-
MALE IMPERSONATOR No. 1,

thank you. I wish to take advan-

tage of your offer to reply to any
queries. You mention a book Fe-

male Impersonator Handbook, I

would like a copy. Will you send

me details where to obtain one,

and the price.

Also, I am seeking information

about the hairstyle in the photo-

graphs, especially the type on
pages 46 to 51. Do you find it

easy to have them styled or do
you do it yourself, if so, in future

editions will you give some ad-

vice on how to obtain these glam-
orous styles. Here in England, it

is very difficult to have a wig
styled anything but plain sets.

To finish with, I would just

repeat the comments of the other

correspondents, your magazine is

great, but please try to publish

more often and it would improve
if more tips and information were

added. I look forward to your
reply. Thank you . .

.

In anticipation,

P.G. Haywood
Derby, England

Most of my hair styles, I do my-
self. Will do a how-to series in a

future issue. Ed.

Dear Pudgy,
Just finished reading your new

F.I. magazine. Format and ma-
terial is excellent. Congratula-
tions.

Sincerely,

R.M.
Harrisburg, Penn.

FEMALE I

IMPERSONATOR'S
HANDBOOK

$4.50 . . . No C.O.D.s.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO:

NEPTUNE PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 360, BELSVIAR,

NEW JERSEY 07719

Dear Pudgy,
I have finally decided to write

to you! I hope that you will be
able to help me. Do you know of

anywhere in the New York-New
Jersey or Pa-Delaware area that

I could meet female imperson-

ators? Or even anyone that dress-

es in “drag?”

How about an article in F.I.

about the new sex change opera-

tions? Well, I hope you can help

me.
Thanks,

Janet

Consult our full page directory

of spots where F.I. are appearing,

in this issue, and also there are

plans for a feature article on sex

change operations in a forthcom-

ing issue. Ed.

Dear Mr. Roberts,

I have just bought here the

new issue of “Female Imperson-
ators” and I thank you for a very

interesting magazine, which I

hope will continue and prosper.

In it I see that you have writ-

ten some books on the subject.

As I am a female impersonator

myself I am very interested in

all that is on this subject. There-

fore I would value it very much
if you would be so kind to inform

me of which books are available,

contents, prices, etc. The only

book that is mentioned in the said

issue of Female Impersonator is

Female Impersonator’s Hand-
book. As this is not available

here in Sweden (as other books
on the subject aren’t) I would
like also to have your informa-

tion re this book. Where can I

buy this book and others? Further

I would like to know if I can sub-

scribe to “Female Impersonator”
for coming issues. Price, etc. in

such case?

I await your kind reply with

keen interest by return and thank
you in advance for your trouble.

Good luck— and all the best!

J.G.

Stockholm, Sweden

J.G., Stockholm, Sweden...
Please note ad in this issue. Ed.

Dear Editor,

I read your Female Imperson-
ators and enjoyed its contents

immensely. It is certainly on par

with all the other issues of the

old Female Mimics.
I would certainly appreciate it

if you could publish in some of

your future issues additional pho-

tos of Randy Taylor and Hilmar
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and Christian Dubois, who were

previously introduced to readers

of Female Mimics.

I am a very keen amateur fe-

male impersonator and would like

very much to appear in a future

issue.

R.R.

R.R., New Orleans, La
Randy, Hilmar and Christian will

definitely be appearing in future

issues. Ed.

Dear Sir,

I just received my copy of your
magazine Female Impersonators

and was thrilled to see that my
letter was printed; it helps to

be able to express my feelings.

I have a few nice dresses and a

very pretty wool suit in addition

to a complete outfit of under-

things; I buy only clothes that

will help me to look and feel like

a co-ed. I would like to meet a

girl my age, 22, with the same
interests in dresses and school

girl attire. I hope to someday
be able to live as a woman and
perhaps have a sex change so

that I might marry and be truly

happy. Keep up the good work
and let’s see a pen-pal club start-

ed real soon.

Susan,

New Brunswick, New Jersey

Susan, New Brunswick, N.J. . .

.

Thanks for the great letters, and
lots of luck on getting that op-

eration. Ed.

Dear Pudgy:
I read your magazine for the

first time today and I loved every

page.

My big problem is having my
picture taken. I would love some
large photos of myself taken but,

please— how do I go about it,

as only I know of my “hobby.”
As you can see by the photos
enclosed, I have taken my own
Polaroid snaps. But these leave

much to be desired. I’ve been told

by girls that I have lovely legs,

and I’d like some decent enlarge-

ments made of myself that show
them.

You have my permission to

print any of the photos and if

you don’t think they are suitable

for publication could you please

enlighten me as to how I can have
some taken by a good photogra-

pher.

Thank you for taking the time
to read my letter, and I’m anx-

iously awaiting your reply.

Roberta Dean

Roberta Dean, Malton, Cali-

fornia . .

.

Your snaps are absolutely gor-

geous. With legs like yours en-

lightenment isn't necessary. Ed.

Dear Pudgy,
I have recently moved to New

York from North Carolina in

search of a dream. All my life

I wanted to be a woman. When-
ever I got the chance I would
dress as one. I have hopes of be-

coming a professional drag queen.

I have come to New York hoping
to meet some fellow drag queens,

make some friends and learn the

ways. It is hard for someone new
in town to learn the places to go
and how to meet the right people.

I am staying in Tarrytown with
my father which is about 45 min-

utes from the city. I have only

been here a week trying to find a

job. I have not found anything.

That is a problem in itself. As
soon as I find a job, I have plans

on getting a place of my own,
so I will be free to follow my plans

through. I have often wondered
what kind of job could a novice

drag queen find. I was in college

at East Carolina University in

Greenville. I was majoring in art

(print making). I was there for

3-1/2 years, and I had 1-1/2 years

to go. I was so unhappy there

that I could not take it anymore,
so I left.

Please if you can give me any
advice in the places to go, it would
be greatly appreciated. I am quite

alone, and it would be so nice to

meet someone with the same in-

terest as mine.

Thank you sincerely.

A.R.

A.R....

Follow your trade and make the

scene in the village— you'll make
connections! Ed.

Dear Sirs,

I felt I had to write this letter

about your Female Impersonat-

ors. I am an Australian working
in a drag show in Hong Kong,

I would like to make it clear

I am not, myself, a Female Imper-

sonator, I just work in the club.

Anyway I purchased one of

your magazines dated Summer
1967 with Kicks Wilde on the

cover and found it very interest-

ing, only the Impersonators did

not fascinate me at all.

Such Female Impersonators as

Kicks Wilde, Bubbles, Hans Crys-

tal, Kim August, Holli White,

Baby Martell and many others

would be nothing in Australia

or even in Hong Kong as far as

looks go.

All the Female Impersonators
in your books are very masculine
and unfeminine. Yes I have seen

photos of Ricky Rennee and Coc-

cinelle and still am not the slight-

est impressed.

If you were to see the Austral-

ian Female Impersonators you
would not believe that they are

men.
They all work in either strip

tease clubs (as women) or in drag
shows and I don’t think any coun-

try in the world could compete
with the Australian Female Im-
personators, not even France.

I am not being prejudiced at

all but I am only being honest.

Most of our Impersonators have
gone on to England and the Con-

tinent and have met with enor-

mous success. I have photos of

all Australian Female Imperson-

ators and take my word, you
would all think they were girls.

C.K.
Australia

C.K. . .

.

Let’s see ’em! Ed.

Dear Pudgy,
The No. 2 issue of Female Im-

personators is beautiful. Where
and when can I get the next is-

sues?

Sincerely,

Joanne Axton

Joanne . .

.

Ad in this issue! Ed.
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Don't pass up this one great opportunity to improve yourself in

beauty, charm, glamour . . . exquisite perfection is completely covered
in this sensational compendium.

BIG BONUS SECTION INCLUDED

Suddenly it's here! It's the new, most up-to-date and exciting

make-up manual that's available anywhere . . . and,
this is it! Full of today's and tomorrow's beauty hints, secrets and
techniques . . . covering exquisite make-up perfection . . . for women
of all ages . . . everywhere

!

Beauty trends are fast changing . . . and new techniques for added
glamour may be missed without your being aware of it. For that

reason, if you are style-conscious . . . why not also be beauty-con-

scious, too? Each goes hand-in-hand with the other . . . and, to get

the most out of life . . . you must combine the two in your life.

Your "Exquisite Make-Up Guide" will bring new found beauty
and glamour into your life. Like an artist, you will create a "New
You" masterpiece . . . utilizing the newest in cosmetics, following up-

to-date make-up hints and suggestions, applying chic and exciting

colorings that really go places with the "m" women . . . and do things

that brings out the best that's in you.

Why wait and wonder . . . when you can act and decide! This

beauty manual can be the most valuable compendium you ever owned
. . . providing you with Exquisite Make-Up Perfection that you may
never have realized could be possible.

ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT

WIGS, WIGLETS, FALLS
PONYTAILS, SWITCHES & CHIGNONS

Included in your "Exquisite Make-Up Guide" is the big

bonus section devoted exclusively to hair pieces of every

description . . . completely covering this new hair trend

to new instant beauty. Learn everything there is to know
about wig care and wear . . . the different types and styles

available . . . how you can be sure to get your money's
worth . . . what type of hairpiece can do the most for you.

Never before have wigs been so completely covered . . .

graphically illustrated by photographs, diagrams and charts

. . . simply explained in easy-to-read articles.

NOW! HERE IT IS! YOUR GREAT

EXQUISITE

MAKE-UP GUIDE
SEND $2 FOR YOUR DELUXE EDITION

(Canadian & Foreign: Enclose *3 Equivalent U.S. Currency)

FOR POSTPAID DELIVERY . . . ORDER FROM presenting exciting secrets and techniques for

HEALTH KNOWLEDGE, INC
140 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 U.S.A.

BEAUTY & GLAMOUR
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NOW AVAILABLE! A LIMITED
BABES and DOLLS

BABES & DOLLS

LEG SHOW

RAW FLIX
Featuring siziiin' scenes irom the adult reelcrs

RAW FLIX

TWILIGHT

BLACK ORCHID

Sodlern
ife

unsunus High-Heels'

winging London"

ashion and The

MODERN LIFE

ASTROLOGY ami YOUR LOVE LIFE

SATANA

WILD WOMEN

NUMBER TWO ACME

BOUNCY BABES

NIFTIES

SINEMA

DARING DOLLS

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS

OOH LA LA

STRIPARAMA

MOD CHICKS
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SUPPLY OF RECENT ISSUES

GIRL SHOW

PEEK A BOO PEPPER

GIRLS IN ORBIT HIGH HEELS

PRIVATE LINE

ACT NOW WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

!

PRICE $10.00 - 6 ISSUES

$2 00 each $ts.oo - to issues and $i.so
PER ISSUE FOR
ALL ADDITIONAL ISSUES

Add 10% For Canada & Overseas Orders

(POSTPAID)

HEALTH KNOWLEDGE . 140 FIFTH AVE. • N. Y.. N. Y. 10011

UNTAMED —
CINEMA***** ************** *********** *

Mini-Skirt Love
A Look of Passion

Prelude to Ecstasy

aid other torrid ffeks

UNTAMED CINEMA MOD CINEMA FEMALE MIMICS

Babes & Dolls 1-2-3-4-

Black Orchid 1—2—3—4—

Blonde Bombshell 1—2—

Bouncy Babesl—2—3—4—5—

Girls Girl s Girls 1-2-3-4-5-
Girls Only 1-2-3-

Girl Show 1-2—3—4—5—

Girls in Orbit 1—2—3—

High Heels 7-8 -9-10-11-

Leg Show 8—9—10—11—

Modern Life 1—2—

Nifties 4—5—6—7—8—9—10—11—

OOh LaLa 4-5-6-7-8-9-

Peek A Boo 1-2 -4-7

vol2 4-8- 9- 10-

Pepper 1—2—3—4—5—

Private Line 4—5—6—7—8—9—10-

Raw Flix 1—2—3—4—5—

Satana 8—9— 1 0— 11— 1 2— 1 3— 14— 1
5—

Sinema 1—4—5—6—7—8—

Striparama 7-8-9-10-1 1— 12-13-

Strip Tease 1—2—

Twilight 1—2—3—4—5—6—7—8—9—

Wild Women 4—5—6—7—8—9— 10-

Daring Dolls 1-2-3—

Mod Chicks 1-2-3-

Underground Movies 1—

Untamed Cinema 1—

Mod Cinema 1—2

Female Mimics 1—2—3—4—5—

6-7-8-9-10-11-12

Female Impersonators 1—2—
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